Abstract. Hashimoto's thyroiditis with thyroid cancer in childhood is not as common in the adult population. Hashimoto's thyroiditis is an autoimmune disease associated with autoantibodies, and the association between Hashimoto's thyroiditis and papillary carcinoma of the thyroid remains controversial. The present study reported a 15-year-old adolescent girl with the diagnosis of Hashimoto's thyroiditis with thyroid cancer. With the complexity of the clinical manifestations of Hashimoto's thyroiditis, it can be expressed as not only hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism, but also normal thyroid function. The long-term treatment, and for children with thyroid cancer, early diagnosis is particularly difficult. In the present case, the diagnosis of Hashimoto's thyroiditis is primarily based on clinical manifestations, anti-thyroglobulin antibody and anti-thyroid microsomal antibody. The only diagnostic imaging ultrasound was negative. The present study discussed the possible reason and the identification of this unique case of Hashimoto's thyroiditis with thyroid cancer.
Introduction
Hashimoto's thyroiditis is autoimmune thyroid disease in children. The most principal locations of pediatric thyroid disease is in iodine-sufficient areas worldwide (1) . At the time of diagnosis, thyroid function of children and adolescent with Hashimoto's thyroiditis may significantly vary in the different pediatric reports, ranging from euthyroidism to overt hypothyroidism or occasionally, hyperthyroidism (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Epidemiological data showed that thyroid cancer frequently occurs in the context of one of the most common autoimmune thyroid diseases, Hashimoto's thyroiditis (8) . The possible association between Hashimoto's thyroiditis (HT) and papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) remains controversial. The association between HT and PTC is also supported by the observation that rearrangements of the rearranged during transfection (RET) oncogene is frequently detected in PTC (9) .
Case report
A 15-year-old adolescent girl was admitted to a local hospital and a left neck mass (~1.0x1.5 cm 2 ) was found one year ago. The mass was not accompanied by pain, itching, chills, fever and cough; however, the girl did experienced weight loss, heat intolerance and sweating. The patient had taken Chinese herbal medicine, however this had no effect. She visited a local hospital for treatment 9 months ago. Physical examination revealed the painless left goiter ~1.5x1.5 cm 2 , without vascular murmur. Laboratory examination results revealed normal thyroid function, anti-thyroglobulin antibody (TG-Ab) of 52.35% (<30%) and anti-thyroid microsomal antibody (TM-Ab) of 37.01% (<20%). The neck ultrasound examination revealed no thyroid lesions. It was diagnosed as Hashimoto's thyroiditis. After 3 months of observation, the neck mass had grown. The neck ultrasound examination revealed that a left lobe of the thyroid exhibited multiple solid hypoechoic nodules and calcification to the left neck lymph nodes. The right thyroid lobe and isthmus were normal. A lymph node biopsy revealed carcinoembryonic antigen (CA)125, 173.52 U/ml (0-35) and left neck metastasis were observed in papillary thyroid carcinoma. Possible diagnoses were: i) Left cervical lymph node metastatic papillary adenocarcinoma; ii) left thyroid cancer; iii) Hashimoto's thyroiditis. Surgery was performed and the total left thyroid lobe and most of the right lobe were resected. Pathological examination indicated that the patient was suffering from papillary thyroid carcinoma (Figs. 1 and 2), with cervical lymph node metastasis. Following chemotherapy and appropriate symptomatic treatment, the patient recovered well.
Discussion
Hashimoto's thyroiditis, also termed chronic lymphocytic thyroiditis, an autoimmune disease, is the most common In recent years, as a result of the popularity of TM-Ab and TG-Ab, more cases are being identified. It has been shown that ~1% of school children are diagnosed with Hashimoto's thyroiditis. It is common children between 6 and 16-years-old, particularly 10-11 year-old and those in the peak of puberty. Females are more likely to have this disease comapred with males, the ratio being ~4-9:1. Hashimoto's thyroiditis develops slowly and is normally only diagnosed when the patient visits the hospital due to of thyroid goiter. Generally, no symptoms are exhibited, and only 8% suffer from hyperthyroidism and ~8% of patients finally get hypothyroidism. Therefore, symptoms are associated with the disease duration and thyroid functionality. Thyroid cancer accounts for ~1% of all cancer cases. Papillary adenocarcinoma is widely distributed among all ages, from children <10-years-old to centenarians (10) . Childhood thyroid carcinoma reveals an increasing trend. The Beijing Children's Hospital (Beijing, China) pathologically confirmed 10 thyroid cancer cases (0.7% in 1,379 malignancies). Other reports indicated that these cases occur in ~3.7-5% children <15-years-old. Thyroid cancer is common in 10-14-year-olds, particularly girls. The ratio between male to female is 1:2-3. More reported Hashimoto's thyroiditis merger thyroid cancer cases are identified in adults, where as very few cases are reported in children. Japan reported only one case in a child in 2003 (11), and no child cases have been reported in China.
Hashimoto's thyroiditis with thyroid cancer pathogenesis remains unclear. Many hypotheses exist as to why Hasimoto's thyroiditis occurs. It is possible that Hashimoto's thyroiditis is thyroid chronic inflammation, which causes the thyroid gland structural damage and affects thyroid hormone production negative feedback to stimulate thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) secretion. Long-term high levels of TSH stimulation in the goiter may stimulate thyroid cancer (12) . It is also possible that the patient with Hashimoto's thyroiditis has organ-specific suppressor T lymphocyte dysfunction, which reduces the role of local immune surveillance and leads to the occurrence of thyroid cancer. Molecular biology investigations also found that p53, B-cell lymphoma-2 and RET genes are closely associated with the incidence of thyroid cancer (13, 14) , providing another possibly explanation. Hashimoto's thyroiditis is often accompanied with a large number of lymphoid tissue cell infiltration and lymphoid follicles. Chronic antigenic stimulation may cause neoplastic hyperplasia of thyroid follicular, and thus malignant transformation. Finally, high iodine intake significantly increased the risk of thyroid cancer. This also increased the incidences of Hashimoto's thyroiditis, which may easily lead to iodine and thyroid epithelial cell injury, and immune dysfunction.
As a result of the complexity of the clinical manifestations of Hashimoto's thyroiditis, it can be expressed as not only hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism, but also normal thyroid function. Notably, the most common cases exhibit hypothyroidism. Long-term treatment, and for children with thyroid cancer, early diagnosis, is particularly difficult. In the present case, the diagnosis of Hashimoto's thyroiditis is primarily based on the clinical manifestations, TG-Ab and TM-Ab. The only diagnostic imaging ultrasound was negative (data not shown). The patient did not undergo fine needle aspiration cytology diagnosis of the disease. Therefore, this child may be exhibiting one of two situations: i) Hashimoto's thyroiditis, which develops into thyroid cancer later; ii) thyroid cancer, with Hashimoto's thyroiditis being diagnosed at the early stages. The present study hypothesized that in either case, the clinical diagnosis of thyroid disease provide a warning for the early diagnosis of Hashimoto's thyroiditis. Following treatment or regular observation, if no significant improvement is observed, the emergence of nodules evident in children can be an alert to the possibility of the coexistence of tumor nature. To improve the diagnosis accuracy, besides detailed examination, the necessary laboratory examinations, including ultrasound, computed tomography and other imaging methods, must be performed. Ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration cytology prior to surgery can assist with identifying the disease (15). 
